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BOUTIQUE HOMES AND VERY SMALL HOTELS
 temporary housing for incurable stylish nomads

LOS ANGELES, CA – April 18, 2011. In our mission to revolutionize where you stay when you
travel, we’ve expanded our collection of insanely chic vacation homes to include very small hotels
todiefor.
Imagine a herd of mountain huts designed as an alternative to camping next to the Okanogan
National Forest, Washington; a collection of suites in a Medieval watchtower in Umbria; soaring
tree houses in the woods in Sweden; and gabled cottages in an 18thcentury gunpowder factory
reimagined by designer Marcel Wanders along the Amstel River, Amsterdam. Some are
selfcatering while others offer their own restaurant, spa and concierge service.
Say goodbye to underwhelming vacation rentals or routine ‘designer hotels.’ Upgrade to boutique
homes and very small hotels, brought to you by the people who created Verana, a truly handmade
hotel in the Mexican jungle.
With the same dedication to original design, dramatic setting and unique experience, Heinz Legler
and Veronique Lievre have drawn together a thrilling cache of vacation properties from private
homes and now mini compounds and very personal hotels in handy and farflung world locations.
Boutique homes is about more than visually stylish environment, it’s an authentic collection of

alternative properties that are as heartwarming as they are different. As we say, temporary homes
for incurably chic nomads whether they’re on family vacation, romantic weekend tryst or business
trip.
We have added twenty very small hotels to the boutique homes collection, but rest assured we’re
adding as swiftly as you blink.
We think the photographs speak for themselves..

About boutiquehomes.com :
Founded in 2010, Boutique Homes has grown to the most popular curated personal website for
modern vacation rentals. The team handpicks and selects only the best properties around the world
to be included in their collection. Currently Boutique Homes features close to 500 properties which
stand out of the crowd. They are boho and modern. With an active and growing audience with
more than 120,000 monthly visits and 500,000 monthly page views, Boutique Homes continues to
expand its global presence on its website with the addition of exciting new discoveries. Inclusion in
the Boutique Homes Collection is by invite only.

About the founders:
As a team, Veronique Lievre and Heinz Legler have been designing, building and decorating
hotels and vacation homes for over 12 years. From Verana in the jungle to Far Meadow in the
High Sierras they have built vacation homes from the ground up and welcomed guests from
around the world.
So when they select vacation homes and small hotels to showcase on BoutiqueHomes, they
choose based on their experience and aesthetics. BoutiqueHomes is their personal collection,
handpicked by them – for you.
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